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LezGo is a virtual incubation platform to facilitate
the implementation and monitoring of the

activities an the entrepreneurial support program.



LEZGO
LezGo allows the actors of a support program to :

- Have a direct communication channel.

- Coordinate and supervise training and coaching activities.

- Measure and communicate the real impact of the program on the
progress of the entrepreneurs. 



The registration is done directly on the platform dedicated to the support of
entrepreneurs.

Create your account by clicking on :

and fill in the following form.
Choose the right profile by checking: "I am an entrepreneur".
Once your account has been confirmed by the confirmation email you can connect to
the platform.

If you have already created your account, fill in
your login email address and password and click :

Registration and Login



Completing your profile on the platform is essential for
participating in the community. Tell your peers and other coaches
who you are, what you do, and what you like, and pave the way for
promising connections.

Profile creation

You can complete and modify your profile by
clicking on this icon at the top right, then on my
profile and edit. 



The second step after filling in your profile is to create your
project. This is essential to be able to take advantage of all the
features of the platform!
You can do it during your first connection or simply on your
support space.

Project creation



THE ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEM



The open forum is a space for exchange and discussion between all members of the
program.

In addition to messages, images and documents, you can create polls and follow the
program's news through a direct link to the program's facebook and twitter accounts.

Click on "Post a message or poll" to post
something on the homepage.  

You can publish a message with a document
or an image, or create polls. You can choose if
you publish the content only in your program,
or with the whole community by clicking on
"Share in".

HOME



RESOURCES

In the resources you will find articles, videos or any other type of document that
your support structure has shared with you. 

You can consult the articles and
videos 
directly on the platform and simply
download the documents to your
device. 



EVENTS
Find networking events, trainings, etc. 

on the platform and register directly online. You can share your expectations, questions,
etc. in the comments section of each event.

In the "events" tab you will find all the events that
have been created for your program, as well as a
personalized agenda.

You can register to the events, see the participants
and comment your expectations, questions,
remarks. 



NETWORKING
Find the network of your support structure in the networking space. You can

search for and request connections that will be displayed directly in your
workspace.

Click on "Make a connection request"
to add a new request on your
workspace. 

Your coach will be informed and can
make the necessary connections. 



COMMUNITY

Discover the profiles and activities of your community and collaborate with other
entrepreneurs. Don't underestimate the value and opportunities that the community

can bring to you.

You can filter members by profile,
interests, industry and program and
contact them via private messaging. 



YOUR WORKSPACE



Your workspace is 100% reserved for you, your team members and your coaches.
You will find a handful of functions that will allow you to organize and carry out

your activity within the coaching program.
 

The first feature is the companion thread where
you can exchange messages with your team
members and find information about your

activity, such as events, tasks, coaching sessions,
etc.

YOUR WORKSPACE
Accompanying thread



The to dos include tasks you set for yourself, coaching sessions, and connection
requests. You can not only create and detail these actions, but also indicate

progress and evaluate contributions.
 

To-dos
YOUR WORKSPACE



You can add tasks for your project and link them

to the objectives that you will find in the

"progress tracking" area. Simply click on the

orange "add a task" button.

Change the status of a task using the drag and

drop method and comment/edit a task by

clicking on its name.

Todo - Tasks
YOUR WORKSPACE



You can schedule and reschedule coaching

sessions in this space. 

By clicking on a session you can add a report,

tasks and list participants. 

To do - Coaching sessions
YOUR WORKSPACE



In "connections" you will find all the connection

requests made by the members of your project.

The request itself

The realised connection

Did the connection create value?

Each request is validated in three steps:

1.

2.

3.

To do - Connections
YOUR WORKSPACE



The toolbox consists of multiple dynamic tools such as the business model canva, a
finance tool, a customer relationship management tool and many others, which

will help you structure, manage and improve your business. Coaches can comment
on your work to help you get the best possible results. In addition to the dynamic
tools, your structure can share with you templates of all kinds in this space, which

you can download and fill in offline at any time.

Toolbox
YOUR WORKSPACE



You can share any type of document with your team and coaches in this space. Tag
any official deliverable and link it to the corresponding goal when you upload it to

make it easier to evaluate your project.

Documents
YOUR WORKSPACE



To monitor your progress, you will find an overview of your individual programs
and goals in this space. The goals are linked to the goals in the todo area and show

you how much of the defined tasks you still have to complete. 
In addition, you will find in this area relevant indicators on your turnover,

customers, employees, etc. which you can update monthly to get a complete
picture of your progress.

Progress tracking
YOUR WORKSPACE



ANY COMMENT ?
Do not hesitate to write to us at the following

address:

marieme.sene@concree.com



www.concree.org

THANK
YOU ! 
marieme.sene@concree.com


